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Renewable Energy Rider
Availability: Service under this rider is available to all customers currently served under all rRate
Sschedules Rg-1, Rg-2, Gs-1, Gs-2, Cp-1, Cp-1 TOD, Cp-2, Cp-3, Ms-1, Ms-2, Ms-3 and Ms-4. This
rider allows customers the option of purchasing blocks of their energy from renewable resources.
Application: Renewable energy will be sold only in blocks of 300 kWh per month. Customers
choosing to be served under this rider will pay the Block Charge for Renewable Energy in addition to
their regular monthly charges, including the Power Cost Adjustment Clause, under their current
applicable Rrate Sschedules Rg-1, Rg-2, Gs-1, Gs-2, Cp-1, Cp-1 TOD, Cp-2, Cp-3, Ms-1, Ms-2, Ms3 and Ms-4. All of the provisions and charges of the current applicable rate, including the Power
Cost Adjustment Clause, will apply to the customer’s total energy usage. The charge for renewable
energy will be as stated below:
Block Charge for Renewable Energy
$2.00 $3.00 per 300 kWh block of renewable energy per month for less than 20 blocks per month
$1.00 per 300 kWh block of renewable energy per month for 20 or more blocks per month
Special Terms and Provisions
1. Service under this rider may be limited at the sole discretion of the utility, based on the expected
amount of renewable energy available, average monthly energy usage of the customer, bill
payment and collection histories.
1.2.
Aggregate sales are allowed only for multiple facilities owned by the same entity.
2.3.
The customer may sign up for the program at any time and service will become effective at
the beginning of the next full billing period, at which point the customer will be charged for the
total number of blocks purchased. The Block Charge for Renewable Energy will not be prorated
in the billing period in which a customer signs up for service under this rider.
3.4.
If the customer uses less total energy than the number of blocks purchased in any given
month, the customer will be charged for the total number of blocks purchased in that month.
4.5.
The customer may cancel their service under this rider at any time, however any change in
service will only become effective at the beginning of the next full billing period. The Block
Charge for Renewable Energy will not be prorated in the billing period in which the customer
cancels.
5.6.
The utility shall have on file a copy of the latest Schedule for Renewable Energy Service from
its wholesale supplier.

EFFECTIVE:
PSCW AUTHORIZATION:

On or after
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Industrial Renewable Energy Rider
This schedule is cancelled. All customers transferred to RER-1.
Availability: Service under this rider is available to all customers currently served under Rate
Schedules Cp-1, Cp-1 TOD, Cp-2 and Cp-3. This rider allows customers the option of purchasing
blocks of their energy from renewable resources.
Application: Renewable energy will be sold only in blocks of 300 kWh per month with a minimum
of 100 blocks per month. Customers choosing to be served under this rider will pay the Block Charge
for Renewable Energy in addition to their regular monthly charges. All of the provisions and charges
of the current applicable rate, including the Power Cost Adjustment Clause, will apply to the
customer’s total energy usage. The charge for renewable energy will be as stated below:
Block Charge for Renewable Energy
$2.00 per 300 kWh block of renewable energy per month

Special Terms and Provisions
1.

Service under this rider may be limited at the sole discretion of the utility, based on the expected amount of
renewable energy available, average monthly energy usage of the customer, bill payment and collection histories.

2. The customer may sign up for the program at any time and service will become effective at the
beginning of the next full billing period, at which point the customer will be charged for the total
number of blocks purchased. The Block Charge for Renewable Energy will not be prorated in the
billing period in which a customer signs up for service under this rider.
3. If the customer uses less total energy than the number of blocks purchased in any given month,
the customer will be charged for the total number of blocks purchased in that month.
4. The customer may cancel their service under this rider at any time, however any change in
service will only become effective at the beginning of the next full billing period. The Block
Charge for Renewable Energy will not be prorated in the billing period in which the customer
cancels.
5. The utility shall have on file a copy of the latest Schedule for Renewable Energy Service from
its wholesale supplier.

EFFECTIVE:
PSCW AUTHORIZATION:

On or after

